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What does this series do?

Grades 3–8
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Finish Line PA Core ELA provides instruction and practice to help students 
learn the Eligible Content of the Pennsylvania Core Standards and prepare 
for the PSSA exams. Concise, simply-presented lessons keep students 
focused and on task. Components include student workbooks, student 
answer booklets, and annotated teacher’s editions.



Standards Connection
Units parallel the Eligible Content of the Pennsylvania Core Standards.
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Close Reading of Rigorous Text 
As required by the PA Standards and PSSA exams, the books ask students 
to find evidence from the text to support their answers.
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Language Arts
In addition to lessons on reading comprehension skills, each book includes a full 
unit of writing standards for students to practice the writing process, learn how 
to answer open-ended questions, and apply grammar and usage conventions.
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Gradual Release Model

Part #1: Introduction
Each lesson begins with a brief explanation of 
the focus standard(s) and how students will use 
it. Example text, pictures, or graphic organizers 
support the instruction to help students better 
understand the skills. 
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Gradual Release Model 

Part #2: Focused Instruction
Students can collaborate with a partner, in small 
groups, or as a class to practice the skill. They 
read a story, poem, play, or nonfiction piece and 
work through a series of guiding Think About It 
questions to help them organize their thoughts 
and build comprehension strategies.  
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Gradual Release Model 

Part #2: Focused Instruction
As the lesson progresses, students apply their 
close reading skills by completing A Closer Look 
activity. Shaded boxes with hints and reminders 
are also provided for extra support. Focused 
Instruction concludes with a Discuss It question to 
reinforce the skill through speaking and listening 
activities. Students are asked to analyze part of a 
text to answer a question, and then discuss their  
answer with their peers. 
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Gradual Release Model 

Part #3: Guided Practice
It’s time to apply the strategies learned in part #2. In the Guided Practice section, students 
can work independently or collaboratively to answer multiple-choice and short-answer 
questions. They will also see hints and reminders, and A Closer Look activities.
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Gradual Release Model 

Part #4: Independent Practice
Students are ready to answer questions on their own 
without any help or hints. Question types vary by 
grade level and include those on the PSSA: 

• multiple-choice (MC)

• evidence-based selected  
response (EBSR)

• short answer (SA)

• text dependent  
analysis (TDA)  
for writing
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Reviews
Each unit concludes with a review to test all skills covered in the 
unit. It includes a mix of PSSA-type items in the same way as the 
Independent Practice section.
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Glossary 
A glossary includes words and terms that appear in boldface 
throughout the book, along with their definitions.
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StudentStudent
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1313Economical
•  Reuse your workbooks year after year to save on budget costs.

•  Students write their responses directly into the booklets.



Teaching Support
Annotated teacher’s editions include: 

• Suggestions for use/teaching strategies 

• Genres

• Annotated student pages with answers

• Answer analysis

• Eligible Content or PA Core  
Standards correlations

• Depth of Knowledge (DOK)  
levels 

• Speaking/listening, writing,  
and media/research activities

• Tier 2 and Tier 3 vocabulary

• ELL support
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Affordable Pricing

Student Workbook
5 or more copies of the same workbook  
$14.75 each

Student Answer Booklet
10 copies of the same booklet  
$24.50 

Annotated Teacher’s Edition
$26.30

Classroom Set
25 copies of the same workbook  
plus an annotated teacher’s edition  
$384.30
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Grades 3–8
Prices subject to change without notice.


